
  

  

. Dear Mr. Hoover 

7 am writing to let you know of some e thoughts I have and 
if you may y have any answers to o them - --, 

time again - why no investigation was made - as to why a last minute 
desicion was made to change the checked out route - “to an unchecked one. 

Lee . ‘Who the person ¢ or r parties v were . who made the change 
* what their political backgrounds were - and how closely they may or may 
not have tied in with Mr Johnson's political cohorts - also what was the - 
connection between Oswald and any one of the men who decided on the 
_change of route. Bele 

It just does not seem Jogical that it-was San accidental 
coincident that Oswald should on that particular day - take a rifle to work 
pick out a certain floor and a certain window without it knowing in advance. 
it would be ideal for his purpose. a lb 

ba ‘Thinking back to what was said by M Mr. “Kennedy and 
Mr. Johnson about each other at the Democratic Convention and what... 

finally took place there I often wonder if the time and Pace | was not just. 
Fight for a 2 Coup to take place. | > : 

“As I said at the Start - the above are all thoughts which} 
‘have been going thru my mind. I would appreciate hearing if your .- 
organization has checked into any part of it and what the findings were, 
as I have not read any word in the papers or investigation reports 
regarding this possible angles ; 

Very sincerely 

‘Address | per r Envelope: 
L J Jaeger~ 
AAS Vallevista St. 
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